The dynamic stiffness matrix of a rectangular plate for the most general case is developed by solving the biharmonic equation and finally casting the solution in terms of the force-displacement relationship of the freely vibrating plate. Essentially the frequency dependent dynamic stiffness matrix of the plate when all its sides are free is derived, making it possible to achieve exact solution for free vibration of plates or plate assemblies with any boundary conditions. Previous research on the dynamic stiffness formulation of a plate was restricted to the special case when the two opposite sides of the plate are simply supported. This restriction is quite severe and made the general purpose application of the dynamic stiffness method impossible. The theory developed in this paper overcomes this long-lasting restriction. The research carried out here is basically fundamental in that the bi-harmonic equation which governs the free vibratory motion of a plate in harmonic oscillation is solved in an exact sense, leading to the development of the dynamic stiffness method. It is significant that the ingeniously sought solution presented in this paper is completely general, covering all possible cases of elastic deformations of the plate. The Wittrick-Williams algorithm is applied to the ensuing dynamic stiffness matrix to provide solutions for some representative problems. A carefully selected sample of mode shapes is also presented.
Introduction
The free vibration analysis of plates and plate assemblies is a topic which has continually inspired researchers for well over two centuries. From an engineering perspective, the importance of this topic cannot be over emphasized, particularly for its applications in aeronautical industry where the top and bottom skins of an aircraft wing are generally idealised as plate assemblies during the structural design. Researchers who laid the foundation for the current state of the art on the subject include Chladni [1] , Poisson [2] , Lord Rayleigh [3] , Ritz [4] , Timoshenko [5] and Iguchi [6] , amongst others. These early pioneers developed analytical methods, later referred to as classical methods, at a time when the finite element method (FEM) was not even invented and the computer power was almost non-existent. Then with the advent and rapid growth of powerful digital computers, the FEM emerged in the 1960s as a breakthrough in solid mechanics and it became possible to obtain approximate solutions for static and dynamic problems of structures such as beams, plates and their assemblies through the use of assumed shape functions. During this period, interest in classical methods continued and in fact was growing steadily to validate and importantly, to give due recognition and importance to the FEM and to put it on a reliable, but secure foundation. It was natural and understandable that classical methods which rely on the solution of the governing differential equations were comprehensively used at the time to validate the FEM. Logically the classical methods provided the ultimate benchmark to the solution of the plate vibration problem and thus became an indispensable aid to validate the FEM which is basically a numerical method. For a better insight into the problem, Leissa [7, 8] recognised the continuing need for the development of the classical methods and provided a comprehensive coverage of the free vibration analysis of rectangular plates. By and large his methods relied on the solution of the differential equation governing the plate motion undergoing free vibration, but they were not sufficiently general to cover all possible boundary conditions of the plate in an exact sense when arriving at the solution. Other notable contributors who used analytical approach, but applied different methods other than the FEM, are Warburton [9] , Gorman [10] , Azimi et al [11] , Bhat [12] , Cheung and Kong [13] , and Xing and Liu [14, 15] . There are some excellent texts which elucidate the classical theories of plates [16] [17] [18] .
Against the above background, it is useful to note that an elegant and powerful alternative to the FEM and classical methods in free vibration analysis exists, but relatively unknown which is notably the dynamic stiffness method (DSM). The method gives exact results like some of the classical methods, but has the added advantage of handling complex structures for which individual element stiffness matrices comprising the structure can be assembled to provide solutions for the whole structure. The basic building block in the DSM is the frequency dependent dynamic stiffness (DS) matrix of a structural element. The DS matrix is generally obtained from the exact solutions of the governing differential equations of the structural element undergoing free vibration. The solutions are essentially exact shape functions which, unlike the FEM, are not based on assumed interpolation polynomials to define the element deformation. Thus the accuracy achieved in the DSM is independent of the number of elements used in the analysis so that any number or order of natural 4 frequencies can be computed, even from a single structural element to any desired accuracy which of course, is impossible in the FEM or in any other approximate methods. When dissimilar elements are used in the DSM to model a complex structure, the DS elements are assembled in the usual way like the FEM, leading to an eigenvalue solution procedure for computing natural frequencies and mode shapes. In such cases, there will be no loss of accuracy, and the results from the DSM for the complex structure will still be exact. This is in sharp contrast to FEM for which the results are not exact because of the assumptions made in the shape functions.
For beam elements, the DSM is well established [19] [20] [21] and notably software based on the DSM is available [22, 23] for exact free vibration analysis of skeletal structures. For a plate element, the DSM was first developed by Wittrick and Williams [24] for plates and plate assemblies in the early seventies by using classical theory. This was a significant achievement at that time and the theory was implemented in a program called VIPASA [24] . However, their work was restricted to thin plates for which two opposite sides must be simply supported. Thus the deflection of the plate was assumed to vary sinusoidally in the longitudinal direction. In 1983, Williams and Anderson [25] made significant extension to the work of Wittrick and
Williams [24] by introducing Lagrangian multipliers to deal with rigid and/or elastic point supports on the plate and they produced an enhanced computer code VICON [26] . Following this work, optimum design features were added to form a new version of the program, called VICONOPT [27] . Two decades later, Boscolo and Banerjee [28] [29] [30] extended the DS plate theory by including the important effects of shear deformation and rotatory inertia. Their investigations cover both isotropic plates [28] and composite plates [29, 30] and were based on the first-order shear deformation theory. Fazzolari et al took a step further to develop the dynamic stiffness theory for anisotropic plates [31] using higher order shear deformation theory.
Later, Boscolo and Banerjee [32] developed DSM using sophisticated first-order layer-wise theory for the analysis of laminated composite plates. However, all these investigations were limited to simple support boundary condition of opposite sides of the plate. The DSM development for a plate with all sides free, i.e.
without any restriction on boundary conditions is very difficult. The difficulty arises from the basic requirement that the development of the DS matrix of a structural element is dependent on the exact solution of its governing differential equations of motion in free vibration, see Banerjee [33] . In the case of a thin plate, the governing differential equation is essentially the well-known bi-harmonic equation which is generally not amenable to a general solution. The equation has been known for nearly two centuries, but was mainly of mathematical interest before its application to solve plate vibration problems became apparent [34] . Over the past two decades, there have been significant advances in seeking solution for the bi-harmonic equation in an engineering or elastodynamic context. Meleshko [35] and Papkov and Meleshko [36] made ground-breaking contributions to the study of the free vibration and static bending problems of rectangular plates. This was achieved by seeking the general solution of the bi-harmonic equation. However, their investigations were focused on a plate with completely free or completely clamped boundary conditions at all edges, and they did not approach the problem from a dynamic stiffness standpoint. Nevertheless, their research on an individual 5 plate has opened up novel, but potential possibilities and has become an important catalyst for the present research.
As stated earlier, the fundamental basis of the dynamic stiffness formulation for a rectangular plate originates from the quest for a general solution of the free vibratory motion of the plate represented by the bi-harmonic equation. This is achieved in this paper in a robust, elegant and exact manner. To this end, the proposed theory characterises any arbitrary (asymmetric) transverse displacement of the plate in a novel way by using four sub-solutions of the bi-harmonic equation. Appropriate choices are made for their representations as even and odd functions so as to include all possible solutions. This is one of the most important steps taken during the theoretical development. Once the exact solution for the bi-harmonic equation is obtained, the expressions for bending rotation, shear force and bending moment are formulated. Finally the force displacement relationship on the plate boundaries is constructed by deriving the frequency dependent dynamic stiffness matrix whilst eliminating the unknown coefficients from the general solutions of the free vibratory motion. Although the steps leading to the dynamic stiffness matrix are explained above in a simple manner, the implementation of these steps is of huge complexity as will be shown later. It should be recognised that the solutions of the biharmonic equation as well as the expressions for transverse displacements, rotations, shear forces and bending moments are all in series form and the number of terms to be considered in the series to achieve desired accuracy can be decided in advance and as such there is no limitation in computer implementation of the theory developed.
Theory

Classical plate theory (CPT) and a general outline of the dynamic stiffness development
In a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system, Fig. 1 shows a uniform rectangular plate of length 2a, width 2b
and thickness h, respectively. The origin 'O' is chosen at the mid-plane and centre of the plate so that the symmetry of the plate about xy, yz and zx planes is maintained. In the derivation that follows, Kirchhoff's thinplate assumptions [5] are adopted so that the displacement of the mid-plane is uniquely described by the transverse or flexural displacement w which is a function of the x and y coordinates only, and not of the thickness coordinate z.
6 Fig. 1 Coordinate system and notations for displacements and forces for a thin plate
The governing differential equation of motion of a thin plate, as shown in Fig. 1 undergoing free vibration is well established in [7, 8] or can be derived using standard texts [16] [17] [18] frequency of oscillation, the differential equation is given by [7, 8] x and M y per unit length in the usual notation are given by [7, 8] ; y
It should be noted that the signs for the amplitudes of bending rotations, shear forces and bending moments in Eqs. (2)-(4) are chosen to be consistent with the sign convention shown in the right-handed coordinate system in Fig. 1 . (ii) Apply general boundary conditions (BCs) in algebraic form for the amplitudes of both displacements and forces at the boundaries of the element.
(iii) Eliminate the unknown coefficients by relating the amplitudes of the harmonically varying forces to those of the corresponding displacements and thereby generating the frequency dependent dynamic stiffness matrix.
As it is well known, the closed form solution for free vibration analysis of a rectangular thin plate has been widely reported only for the special case when the opposite sides of the plate are simply supported. This is the so-called Levy solution [7, 8] which simplifies the problem drastically because it reduces the number of unknown coefficients to just four. However, for the general case when the plate is completely free to deform in any arbitrary shape, the problem becomes immensely more difficult. Therefore for the general case, it is necessary to seek the solution of the governing differential equation with sufficiently large number of unknown coefficients (which ideally extends to infinity) to satisfy any combinations of boundary conditions.
Using the theory presented in this paper, such a solution can be achieved and the results can be accurate even up to machine accuracy.
General solution for free vibration of a rectangular plate
Since Eq. (1) 
Therefore, any combination of p, q and  satisfying Eq. (7) represents a solution of Eq. (1) . Following the work of Gorman [10] , an infinite series of base solutions are sought by introducing
depending upon the symmetric or antisymmetric forms of deformation of the plate which will be explained later. An inspection of Eq. (6) indicates that the deformation in the x direction can be represented by one symmetric (even) and one anti- where the roots of n q must appear either in real or in purely imaginary pairs. In the same way, the corresponding function in y can be separated into symmetric and anti-symmetric pairs as well. A second infinite series of base solutions can be generated by letting
following an analogous procedure as above. To this end, the resulting two infinite series of base solutions are added together to form the general solution W of Eq. (1).
The solution can be partitioned into a sum of the four sub-solutions in each of which the function W is either even or odd. Thus letting 
where the first index k denotes the symmetry relating to x and second index j denotes the symmetry relating to 9 y. The index '0' denotes an even function whereas '1' denotes an odd function. For example,
00
W means W is even in both x and y whereas 01 W means W is even in x, but odd in y and so on and so forth. Thus, the four sub-solutions describe the symmetric and anti-symmetric deformations of the plate about the mid-planes. Note that it follows from the fact that if a structure possesses a plane or planes of symmetry, any asymmetric (or unsymmetric) motion can be described by the superposition of symmetric and anti-symmetric motions. By making use of the symmetry of the structure (see Fig. 1 ) we can construct solution of the differential equation (1) for each of the four component cases in Eq. (10) as follows
where 
with
and the unknown coefficients Due to the properties of orthogonal functions, the general solution composed from Eqs. (11)- (14) can represent any prescribed transverse displacements, bending rotations/moments and shear forces on the plate boundaries. It is quite obvious to understand this for transverse displacements because all the trigonometric functions taking the values of either 1 or 1 on the boundaries at x=±a or y=±b as shown in Fig. 2 where L=a or b. It can be easily deduced that for any other arbitrary boundary conditions, such as the bending rotations, bending moments and shear forces defined in Eqs. (2)- (4) can be represented by the set of general solutions by looking at the second-and third-order derivatives of the solutions (11)- (14).
Fig. 2 The first four symmetric/antisymmetric trigonometric functions (L=a or b)
Therefore the general solution given by Eq. (10) when considered as the sum of the sub-solutions given by Eqs. (11)- (14) satisfies the governing differential equation (see Eq. (1)) a priori. The unknown coefficients
need to satisfy any given boundary conditions of the plate. The fulfilling of boundary conditions leads to infinite systems of linear algebraic equations relating the Fourier coefficients of the boundary conditions (both displacements and forces). In the current work, the derived infinite system of linear algebraic equations is used to develop the dynamic stiffness matrices. We mention in passing that for a plate when all the edges are either clamped or free, the infinite systems can be solved by using limitants theory [35] . This particular aspect was investigated by Meleshko [35] and Papkov and Meleshko [36] in recent years.
The displacement and the force vectors in Eq. (5) can now be split into four symmetric and anti-symmetric components so that the sum of the four sub-vectors in each case represents the net displacement and net force acting on the boundaries of the plate. In this way one can write
Now with the help of Eq. (10), the net displacement vector d and the force vector f of Eq. (5) can be written as follows: 
Dynamic stiffness development
In total, four dynamic stiffness (DS) matrices (2)- (4) and they are expressed as follows: 
A close inspection on Eqs (20)- (25) (21) and (23) on the boundary at b y  will be valid. Based on this observation, the following equalities can be obtained by equating Eqs. (20)- (23) 
The Eqs. (26) and (27) lead to the following systems of equations
Similarly, Eqs. (28) and (29) yield
The solutions of system of Eqs. (30)- (33) (35) into the boundary conditions for transverse displacements and bending moments in Eqs. (11), (24) and (25) so that the infinite system relates the Fourier coefficients of the boundary displacements and forces. The derivations were complex but carried out both manually as well as by using symbolic computation package Mathematica and they were checked against each other. The expressions are recorded in Appendices A-C. Then the dynamic stiffness matrices are formulated from this infinite system by using some further steps of matrix manipulation.
Note that the following matrix reorganisations are applicable only to the doubly-symmetric component case 
where m = 0, 1, 2, …, N. Using the limitants theory which was originally proposed by Koialovich [37] and generalised by Papkov [38] , one can prove that the bounded solution of this system can be described by asymptotic formula ( 
where m = 0, 1, 2,…, N.
Obviously, if a similar system is analysed in terms of the rows of matrix 
However, the asymptotic formula for obtaining Thus the natural frequencies can be computed through searching for the zeros of the determinant of the above reduced DS matrix aa K . Note that the case of a fully clamped plate cannot be accommodated in this procedure, but the problem for this case can be solved using the determinant of Eq. (40) . Any arbitrarily prescribed mixed boundary conditions such as line and/or point supports on the boundaries can be represented by the Fourier coefficient vectors d and f through Fourier transforms. In particular, for constraints involving point supports, an alternative approach incorporating Lagrangian multipliers can be used [25] . Application of such point constraints using Lagrangian multipliers is beyond the scope of the present paper, but provides scope for future research. Natural frequencies and mode shapes computation follows from an adapted application of the Wittrick-Williams algorithm [40] which has been explained in some detail in Appendix E.
For interested readers, the complete procedure of the dynamic stiffness development and its implementation is 20 illustrated in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 Flowchart showing the procedure for the DSM development and its implementation.
Results and discussion
The theory developed above has been implemented in a MATLAB program to compute the natural frequencies and mode shapes of rectangular plates with different boundary conditions. The accuracy and convergence of the results using the current method are confirmed first, which was aided by published results.
First the results for a square (a/b=1) and then for a rectangular (a/b=2) plate are computed for three types of boundary conditions. These are: (i) free all-around edges (F-F-F-F), (ii) all-around clamped edges (C-C-C-C), and (iii) opposite edges are clamped and free (C-F-C-F), respectively. It is worth emphasising that for all these three cases, either symmetric or anti-symmetric displacement and force boundary conditions with respect to x and y axes are clearly apparent. Therefore, it is expected that the corresponding mode shapes will be either symmetric or antisymmetric. That is to say, the mode shapes can be represented by one of the four subsolutions of the general solution given in Eq. (10) . If the set of boundary conditions on the four edges is asymmetric (neither symmetric nor antisymmetric), the corresponding mode shapes will be naturally asymmetric.
The first ten natural frequencies of a completely free (F-F-F-F) square plate (a/b=1, ν=0.3) have been computed by the proposed DSM theory and are shown in Table 1 . This particular example is relevant to the historic work by Chladni [1] who was the first to attempt the problem. In order to check the convergence of the current method, the dimensionless natural frequencies 
General solution
Eqs. (10) and (11)- (14) BCs Eq. (17), e.g.,k, j=0, Eq. (19) Mixed form Eq. (36) , e.g., k, j=0, Eq. (43) k, j=0, Eqs. (11), (24) and (25) Unknowns Eqs. (34), (35) Eq. (62) k, j=0 Eqs. (20)- (23) k, j=0 W, M in Eq. (19) k, j=0 (26)- (29) 21 different values of N where the infinite series is truncated at a given value, e.g., n=N in the reduction, see Eqs.
(54)-(58) and the matrices in Appendix D. For the first ten natural frequencies, N=4 leads to results with satisfactory accuracy for all practical purposes, and the results with N=10 give accuracy up to six significant figures. Table 1 also shows excellent agreement between the results from the present theory with those obtained by the analytical method proposed by Papkov and Meleshko [36] who did not use the dynamic stiffness method, but made use of the regularity analysis of the infinite system of algebraic equations. Clearly, the use of the current approach offers the advantage to achieve any desired accuracy. Representative mode shapes are shown in Fig. 4 . These are some of the typical Chladni figures for a square plate [1] . The symmetry of the mode shapes are indicated in the second column of Table 1 , where the notation (k,j) corresponds to the 'kj' notation defined in Eq. (10) . The symmetric/anti-symmetric properties of the first ten mode shapes agree with those reported in the literature [1, 4, 7, 36] . The sixth and tenth mode shapes, illustrated in Figs. 2 (a) and (d) respectively, are doubly symmetric whereas the seventh mode shape (Fig. 4(b) ) is doubly antisymmetric. [7] who used Rayleigh-Ritz method, see Table 2 . It can be seen that the DSM results are in good agreement with those of the Rayleigh-Ritz method, but of course, the former are more accurate than the latter. Next, the natural frequencies of the F-F-F-F rectangular plate with a/b=2 have been computed using the proposed DSM and are compared with results based on the analytical method put forward by Papkov and
Meleshko [36] , see Table 3 . The comparison suggests that the agreement is almost total. Again, a high rate of convergence can be observed in terms of number of terms N used in the series expansion. A comparison between Table 1 and Table 3 results reveals that the dimensionless natural frequencies of the rectangular plate (a/b=2) are lower than those of the square plate (a/b=1) which due to the nondimensionalisation used, is expected. Some representative mode shapes for this rectangular plate are illustrated in Fig. 5 , which highlights different symmetric/anti-symmetric deformation behaviour similar to those of the square plate. The sixth mode shape (see Fig. 5(a) ) is clearly doubly antisymmetric. On the other hand, the ninth mode is doubly symmetric (see Fig. 5(c) ). By contrast, the seventh mode shape is symmetric (Fig. 5(b) ) in y direction, but antisymmetric in x direction whereas the tenth one is symmetric in x but antisymmetric in y, see Fig. 5 (d). Table 4 Non-dimensional natural frequencies for square and rectangular isotropic С-С-С-С plates with N =10. Table 6 Natural frequencies for square and rectangular plates (ν=0.3) with С-F-С-F boundary conditions. Table 7 Comparison of natural frequency parameter  for the doubly symmetric modes of a square and rectangular plate (ν=0.3) with С-F-С-F boundary conditions with those of Claassen and Thorne [43] .
frequency No. To demonstrate the method, further results with other boundary conditions were computed. Table 4 shows the first ten natural frequencies
of both the square plate (a/b=1) and the rectangular plate (a/b=2) but with all round clamped edges (C-C-C-C). The number of terms N included in the series expansion was fixed at 10. For similar reason as explained for the F-F-F-F case, it is expected that the dimensionless natural frequencies of a rectangular plate are lower than those of a square one. In Table 5 , the results for the frequency parameter 2 4   are validated by the lower and upper bounds of this particular problem given by Bazeley et.al. [42] . Results from the present theory are between the lower and upper bounds of Ref. [42] in almost all cases.
Following the validation of results (see Table 3 , and 5), Table 6 shows the next set of results for a square (a/b=1) and a rectangular plate (a/b=2) with C-F-C-F boundary conditions. Similar results for this set of boundary conditions are shown in Table 7 alongside the results of Claassen and Thorne [43] for a direct comparison.
The results for both square and rectangular plates with completely free edges clearly demonstrate rapid convergence with respect to the number of terms used in the series, see Table 1 and 3. This is in accord with the assertion made by Kantorovich and Krylov [39] who concluded that Fourier series will be rapidly convergent if the function itself and a certain number of its first derivatives are continuous and periodic. This is surely the case for the free vibration analysis of plates for most of the practical cases where the deflection and its first three derivatives are generally continuous functions and essentially periodic. (For a plate with combined and piecewise displacement and force boundary conditions, the approximation in the discontinuities can be avoided by partitioning the plate into two-dimensional assembly of plate elements, which will facilitate the application of the boundary conditions considerably.)
The comparison of results with published results shows the high accuracy and computational efficiency of the proposed method. Excellent agreement for the free vibration of thin plates with completely free edges (F-F-F-F) was achieved when compared with regularity analysis of infinite system by Papkov [36] , and the RayleighRitz method by Lessia [7] . The mode shape computation of a square plate with F-F-F-F boundary conditions using the present method gives results that are in accord with the well-known Chaldni figures [1] exhibiting both symmetric and anti-symmetric properties of the plate's dynamic behaviour. For C-C-C-C and C-F-C-F boundary conditions, the results computed using the proposed method are in excellent agreement with published results [42, 43] .
Any possible numerical inaccuracy in the current study has been effectively eliminated significantly in that the unknown coefficients are eliminated from the boundary conditions for rotations and shear forces, rather than eliminating them by the matrix inversion, i.e., using the formulation 1   RA K which is commonly used by researchers in the dynamic stiffness formulation [33] . (The inverse of the matrix A may cause numerical ill-conditioning and thus can introduce errors in the results of computation [44] .) The high accuracy of the current method also stems from the improved reduced system of infinite system by using the generalised limitant theory proposed by Papkov [37] . The truncation of the infinite system due to the introduction of general solution in series form can introduce error in the computed results. This type of error has been diminished, if not practically eliminated in the present method by the use of the limitant theory [37] when developing the DS matrix.
Conclusions
An exact dynamic stiffness (DS) matrix has been developed for a rectangular plate for the most general case. This has been achieved by obtaining an infinite series general solution which satisfies the governing differential equations exactly. Following lengthy symbolic manipulations (both by hand and by symbolic computation), the frequency dependent DS matrix has been obtained by eliminating the unknown coefficients in the general solution when the plate is free on all its edges. Even though series solution has been used in the formulation, to all intents and purposes, the DS matrix is nevertheless, exact or almost exact because of the use of the generalised limitant theory [37] This investigation has removed the previous restriction of the dynamic stiffness method applications which was confined to plates with at least two opposite sides simply supported. The development of general purpose computer programs using the DSM is now possible as a result of the current investigation. Such programs will be vastly more accurate and computationally efficient in computer-aided structural analysis and design when compared with the traditional finite element method. It is envisaged that the research reported in this paper will spark a paradigm change in solving complex elastodynamic problems in an accurate and computationally efficient manner. 
